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Report on A-Talk on Indo-US Relations in the Context of Ukrainian Crisis 

As the slogan of the college says ‘Knowledge is Power’, the institution provides 

various platforms to enhance Knowledge power of the students. It becomes icing on 

Cake when the Knowledge is extended by the intellectual personality like Dr. PM 

Kamath Chairman Emeritus of VPM. The talk on a foremost topic “Indo-US 

Relations in the Context of Ukrainian Crisis” was very well organized by Social 

Science Association and Student council on 21st April 2022 at 4.30 pm in Conference 

room. One more eminent guest, Former Honorable Secretory Shri B.H. Katti  joined 

the session to bless our students. 



 



The event started with very warm welcome of the prominent speaker Dr. P M 

Kamath, I/C Principal Mrs. Kavita Shrama , Vice Principals Mrs. Anjaneeka Uday 

and Mrs. Barkha Shamnani by the student orator Mr. Rachit Poojary. Then, the 

Speaker of the event was introduced by Gaurav Ahirwar from FYBAMMC through 

his very versatile and inspirational profile. I/C Principal Mrs. Kavita Sharma 

felicitated the speaker as the token of love and respect. After that the session began 

with introductory part of Ukrainian Crisis. The speaker shared his thoughts about 

role of India and US regarding crisis between the two. Sir has also mentioned about 

the History of Russia and Ukraine along with the past of Vladimir Putin 

constructively. With all analysis and opinion, Sir concluded with the talk and gave 

platform to students to ask questions.  

So, the question answer session began with the question of Incharge Principal Mrs. 

Kavita Sharma about involvement of media in the crisis. Then a student from 

FYBAMMC Swapnil Parab raise questions regarding recent update from war the 

humanitarian in cities like Bhuan, Kiv and Khar. One more student from SY BA 

Shreyas Mankar have raised question regarding involvement of Chaina and India 

also about effect of the war on relation among US, China and India. Our faculty 

members Dr. Mangesh Sawant and Prof. Laxman Pattar also shown interest to ask 

questions.  

Then the session concluded with queries and discussion with satisfactory response. 

The Talk witnessed adequate Participation of 40 students including all streams of 

the college. Finally, the intuitive session came towards an end. The orator Vaishnavi 

Pawar from FYBAMMC gave a formal vote of thanks. The session concluded with 

high spirit and euphoria. 



 







 

 


